Umbilical cord blood contains hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells that have proven useful clinically to reconstitute the hematopoietic system in children and some adults. Recent studies have suggested that cord blood contains mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells as well, which may have many additional uses on their own or in conjunction with their hematopoietic counterparts. In order to effectively utilize cord blood clinically, it must be frozen and banked. The protocols used for this have largely been adapted from those originally designed for bone marrow hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells, and there is no consensus on optimal procedures for cord blood cells. In this review, the considerations required to develop an ideal cryopreservation strategy are discussed, and an analysis of current literature related to these steps is presented. The closest consensus considering cord blood hematopoietic cells is presented as 5-10% concentrations of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) using slow cooling and rapid thaw. New data involving a long-term culture-initiating cell (LTC-IC) assay testing such a protocol is also presented in which no statistical difference was observed for 5 vs. 10% DMSO at cooling rates of 1 °C/min. The ultimate impact of umbilical cord blood may be far more significant than is currently realized, and overall, clinical data justifies further development of umbilical cord blood banks worldwide. Cryopreservation processing that yields consistent high recovery of functionally viable cells is crucial for the further successful use of this important cell resource.
Introduction
The term 'stem cell' generally refers to a cell possessing the ability to self-replicate and give rise to daughter cells which undergo an irreversible, terminal differentiation process [1, 2] . Stem cells from post-natal human origin have been studied extensively from sources such as the epidermis, gastrointestinal epithelium, skeletal muscle, adipose tissue, teeth, bone marrow and umbilical cord blood (UCB). To date, the hematopoietic stem cells originating in the bone marrow have arguably been the most extensively studied [3] . This is due in part to the long history of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell (HPC) transplantation to treat a broad spectrum of malignant and non-malignant human diseases. Currently, tens of thousands of HPC transplants are performed every year throughout the world [4] . The majority of HPC transplants have been performed using cells derived from bone marrow obtained through allogeneic (both related and unrelated to the recipient) as well as autologous and syngeneic donors. Since human leukocyte antigen(HLA)-compatible related donors are identified for only 25-30% of patients who could potentially benefit from a transplant procedure, much work has been done to identify unrelated donors. While the identification of unrelated bone marrow donors and transplantation of these units has become more widespread [5] , many patients (particularly those of ethnic minorities) in need of a hematopoietic graft do not have identifiable donors. Conservatively, there are at least 5,000 bone marrow transplants that cannot be performed in the USA each year because there is no matched donor available [6] . As a result, investigators have begun more frequently utilizing HLA-matched and -mismatched UCB units from related and unrelated donors as a source of HPCs for bone marrow reconstitution [7] [8] [9] . Quantitatively, UCB contains high concentrations of HPCs, averaging around 26,000/ml [6] . This is a much higher concentration than that found in normal adult peripheral blood, and this concentration approaches the levels of HPCs mobilized into the peripheral blood following cytokine and/or chemotherapy administration [6] . The proliferative capacity is higher in HPCs isolated from UCB compared to those obtained from adult bone marrow, with greater replating potential and larger in vitro colonies [6] . Furthermore, nearly one quarter of the total number of UCB-derived HPCs are multipotent while in adult marrow the percentage of multipotent HPCs is only 2-3% [6] . In addition, there is a greater concentration of longterm culture-initiating cells in UCB than in adult marrow [6] . The results of clinical transplantation of UCB HPC have indicated engraftment in approximately 80-90% of recipients [7] [8] [9] . Additionally, UCB HPC offers several advantages over bone marrow and peripheral blood as a donor product since it is available without risk to mother or infant, is easy to collect, and may produce less graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) in the recipient [10, 11] .
While UCB has been known as a rich source of HPCs capable of providing hematopoietic reconstitution in human patients since the late 1980s [12] , more recently it has also been investigated as a potential source of mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells (MPCs). These MPCs have been isolated from UCB, and under specific culture conditions they develop into homogeneous plastic-adherent cell populations that exhibit fibroblastlike morphology and typical mesenchymal-like immunophenotypes [13] . Unlike their hematopoietic counterparts, UCBderived MPCs are readily propagated and expanded in culture. Under correct cytokine stimulation, these cells also exhibit the mesenchymal lineage capacity to form bone, fat and cartilage, and express mRNAs of multi-lineage genes including SDF-1, NeuroD and VEGF-R1 [13] . These MPCs may potentially have immunomodulatory properties as well as other characteristics that have been demonstrated in vivo for bone marrow-derived MPCs, including facilitation of recovery after HPC transplantation [14] , prevention and treatment of GVHD [15] , treatment of bone disorders such as osteogenesis imperfecta [16] and metabolic disorders [17] . Interestingly, while MPCs have been derived from cryopreserved UCB units, these units were prepared and cryopreserved using methods prescribed for HPC preservation, and optimized methods specific to this cell type have yet to be fully investigated [13, 18] .
Development of Optimized Procedures for Cord Blood Stem Cell Cryopreservation
While discussing freezing and banking of UCB, it is important first to put into context what is actually being frozen. The HPCs and MPCs are within the mononuclear cell (MNC) subset, and because of this red blood cells as well as excess plasma are typically removed from these samples prior to banking to reduce bulk. While the HPCs can be further isolated from the MNC subset through CD34+ cell selection, this is typically not done, both for convenience and to conserve as many HPCs as possible. Because UCB HPCs were thought to be very similar to their bone marrow-derived counterparts, initial protocols were derived from those used for the preservation of bone marrow and peripheral blood [19] . However, there is not substantial evidence that such protocols are optimal for UCB sources [20] . To develop a successful cell cryopreservation strategy, the key events inherent to freezing a biological cell must be considered, and each potential source of damage should be mitigated if at all possible. A simple way to organize these steps includes: i) determining the cryoprotectant (CPA) type and concentration, ii) determining the cooling and warming rates, and iii) preparation of cells for use (including any washing procedures). In recent years there have been several investigations into optimizing these steps for UCB stem/progenitor cells (for a recent review of the fundamental aspects of cryobiology, specifically in regards to applications in transfusion medicine, please see [21, 22] ).
Choosing a CPA and Concentration
Currently, most UCB cryopreservation protocols begin with equilibration of the cells in molar concentrations of the plasma membrane-permeating molecule dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) [19] . Some groups elect to add a large molecular weight, non-permeable CPA as well, such as dextran or hydroxyethyl starch (HES). The permeable CPAs such as DMSO protect not by specific chemical action but by their colligative properties [20] to i) reduce the fraction of the cellular constituents and extracellular solution frozen at any given temperature, ii) suppress the salt concentration in solution, and (iii) reduce harmful cell shrinkage at any given temperature. Several mechanisms of action have been proposed for non-permeable CPAs. In the presence of macromolecular compounds, a proportion of water does not crystallize during the freezing process, thus reducing the solute concentration and potentially reducing the potential for solution effects injury [23, 24] . These also potentially protect by dehydrating the cells through osmotic pressure (reducing the likelihood of intracellular ice formation) and by stabilizing the cell membranes. The addition of permeable CPAs such as DMSO causes cells to shrink transiently as water initially exits, then reswell as the DMSO (along with water) penetrates, resulting in equilibration [25, 26] . The magnitude of the cellular volume excursion depends not only on the manner of the addition and removal of the DMSO but also on the inherent permeability of the cells to DMSO and water [27] and the temperature at which exposure occurs [28, 29] . Upon addition of a non-permeating CPA, cells shrink as water exits to relieve the osmotic dis-equilibrium, and remain shrunken until the solute is removed or diluted. In this instance, the magnitude of the volume excursion will be dependent on the concentration of nonpermeating CPA and the permeability of the cell to water only. Although glycerol was originally used as the permeable CPA for bone marrow HPCs [30] , DMSO is now the permeable CPA of choice, regardless of the addition of a non-permeant CPA, for bone marrow-, peripheral blood-derived HPCs and UCB HPCs. This is arguably a good choice because DMSO is available in clinical grade preparations and is known to be much more permeable to most cells than glycerol, often being a 'default' cryoprotectant for laboratory use as well. While virtually all clinical banks use DMSO in their cryopreservation processing, the most appropriate concentration for UCB HPCs has still been a point of some controversy. Concentrations ranging from 5 to 20% (0.64-2.56 mol/l) have been investigated with some differing results observed depending on how recovery/viability was determined. Sputtek et al. [31] reported optimal cryopreservation of peripheral blood HPCs using at least 5% DMSO. Donaldson et al. [32] observed good recovery of CD34+ cells from UCB cryopreserved with 5% DMSO as well. However, many groups, including most in the USA, use a protocol based on that of Rubenstein et al. [19] which relies on 10% DMSO. Hunt et al. [33, 34] observed optimal results using 10% DMSO as evaluated by membrane integrity and CFU (colony forming unit) analysis. Meyer et al. [35] also indicated optimal results with 10% DMSO as measured by CD34+ cell recovery and CFU analysis. More recently, Skoric et al. [20] presented data indicating 5% DMSO was optimal also based on CD34+ cell recovery and CFU analysis. Our group previously analyzed the fundamental cryobiological characteristics of isolated CD34+ cells from UCB and used a mathematical model to determine theoretically optimized procedures for cryopreserving these cells [28, 29] . The theoretically optimized process, which called for 5% DMSO, was compared to a 10% DMSO control and evaluated by CFU analysis and transplant into an irradiated NOD/SCID mouse model to determine engraftment. These studies indicated, while not statistically significant, slightly better results were obtained with 5% DMSO [29] . Importantly, however, unlike the other studies referenced, this evaluation was performed on CD34+ cells isolated from mononuclear cell (MNC) preparations, not on the whole MNC components as is commonly done for practical reasons clinically. The addition procedure for DMSO has also been evaluated as a potential source for protocol improvement. Two issues are important in this regard, the osmotic tolerance of the cells and the biological sensitivity to DMSO from a chemical perspective (e.g. toxicity). Historically, DMSO has been thought to exert chemical toxic effects on cells resulting in loss of proliferative potential of HPCs [36] . For these reasons, early protocols for its use in HPC cryopreservation have called for its introduction at lower than ambient (e.g. 4 °C) temperature to reduce the toxic effects, presumably by slowing down biological metabolism. The commonly followed methods of Rubenstein et al. [19] still follow this practice. However, recent re-examination of this topic through independent studies has shown that exposure to concentrations of 8-10% DMSO at ambient temperature for up to 1 h has no effect on bone marrow-derived HPCs as assayed by in vitro colony formation [37, 38] . In studies of the fundamental cryobiology of these cells, Hunt et al. [34] also indicated that at a 10% concentration temperature is unlikely to be of practical importance with regard to toxicity. This is important because the temperature dependence of permeability has been well documented, and it is generally accepted that cells are more sensitive to osmotic damage at lower temperatures [39] . Our group previously reported DMSO can be added to CD34+ cells isolated from UCB to reach final concentrations of 10% in a single step at 22 °C without causing significant osmotic damage, and cells processed in this manner engrafted well in the NOD/SCID mouse model [29] . This strategy has recently been confirmed in other studies in which a rapid addition of 10% DMSO resulted in optimal CD34+ cell recovery and CFU results in freezing UCB MNCs [35] .
Choosing a Cooling Rate
For the most part, slow cooling protocols (e.g. 1-5 °C/min) seem to be the consensus among most laboratories for cryopreservation of UCB HPCs. This likely allows the cells to gradually dehydrate in response to a growing ice phase and increasing extracellular solute concentration [40] . Hunt et al. [34] demonstrated that even with increased concentrations of DMSO, faster cooling rates (10 °C/min and 100 °C/min) resulted in significant drop-off in viability, and Donaldson et al. [32] even reported a statistically significant difference in viability between cooling at 1 and 5 °C/min. However, a difference of opinion remains regarding the use of controlled cooling to achieve these rates versus a more simplified uncontrolled method whereby prepared cells are placed into a mechanical freezer for cooling (e.g. 'dump-freezing' method). Many groups have relied on various versions of the 'dumpfreezing' method for cryopreservation of peripheral blood HPCs with good results and post-transplant engraftment [41, 42] . Depending on how the cell sample is packaged, 'dump freezing' using a standard -85 °C freezer can result in cooling rates of 1-4 °C/min, which is in the acceptable range. However, with UCB HPCs some groups have reported controlled rate cooling to be superior with all other variables kept consistent [35] . There are actually advantages and disadvantages to both methods if utilized for UCB HPCs. Uncontrolled 'dump freezing' can be a low cost method, however it tends to yield variable results, and most methods do not provide recorded thermal profiles. Additionally, if back-up power generating capacity must be installed the cost-savings can be diminished. A common form of 'dump freezing' relies on placing the samples into an expanded-polystyrene box prior to placing into a -85 °C freezer. This method is relatively unrepeatable because the boxes used are not standardized. Controlled rate freezers overcome these limitations, but do so at the price of complexity which may increase the probability of failure due to component malfunction during the freeze cycle. Most controlled rate freezers utilize mechanical valves, and the solenoids that drive them are exposed to very extreme conditions every time a sample is frozen. When the valve opens, it is often initially very near room temperature and is very rapidly cooled to the temperature of the nitrogen flowing through the valve, -196 °C. This introduces high thermal strains inside the component as it cools down. This repeated application of stress and strain result in fatigue cracks forming in the valves, eventually causing the valves or solenoids to fail. If failure occurs while a live sample is being frozen, a person must be on hand to place the sample in a different freezer or some other backup cooling system to save the sample. New controlled rate freezers are being developed and have been used in the reproductive cryopreservation setting which eliminate the need for solenoid valves altogether. One such device utilizes a Stirling engine to cool samples, so no liquid nitrogen is required at all [43] . While this device is efficient for smaller samples and is ideal in situations where risk of contamination is an issue (e.g. GMP settings), they are yet to be optimized for use with larger volumes such as blood bags.
In environments where the same controlled rate freezer is used to freeze many different samples with different cooling rates, controlled rate freezers are very appropriate due to their flexibility. In clinical laboratory environments, however, there is often a single cooling rate desired as the laboratory only handles one specific type of cell. In these cases it is not necessary to have a selectable cooling rate and a simpler system will suffice. Recently, such a system was developed at the University of Washington ( fig. 1 ) [44] . This system was built from 14 gauge aluminum plate surrounding characterized polyethylene foam (2.2 lb foam with 35.2 kg/m 3 density and 0.072 W/mK conductivity) determined to yield 1 °C/min cooling rates from room temperature to -80 °C when placed into a -85 °C mechanical freezer. An integrated thermocouple system was mounted in the chamber to be used with a 'dummy' bag in a canister for recording cooling rate profiles utilizing an FDA 21 CFR Part 11-compliant recording system. This system has been shown to provide statistically comparable CFU outcomes from peripheral blood HPCs as compared to standard controlled rate freezing methods [44] . Overall, this system allows traceability and reproducibility with a simple, convenient method and eliminates the need for control systems, liquid nitrogen consumption and failure prone components of the controlled rate freezer.
Preparing Cells for Use
In general, there is uniform agreement in the literature that rapidly thawing frozen UCB HPCs at rates of approximately 100 °C/min utilizing a 37 °C water bath results in the best postthaw recovery and viability of cells [20, 29, 34] . These fast warming rates relative to the slow cooling rates likely reduce the chance of any small, innocuous intracellular ice nuclei that might have formed during freezing from recrystallizing and forming large, damaging intracellular ice [40] . Many centers in the USA also utilize the DMSO removal methods developed by Rubenstein et al. [19] prior to transplanting the cells.
It is important to note here that the osmotic consequences of DMSO removal are potentially more damaging than the addition. The exact nature of osmotic injury remains largely unknown though several mechanisms have been proposed. The plasma membrane may rupture in hyposmotic conditions as a result of excessive cell expansion. Meryman [45] proposed that cell shrinkage in hypertonic conditions is resisted at high osmolalities and that further shrinkage damages the plasma membrane. Steponkus et al. [46] showed that loss of membrane lipids during cell shrinkage reduces the expansion potential of the cell and limits the subsequent increase in volume tolerated by the cell during rehydration. During subsequent thawing and return to isotonic medium, cells may swell beyond their normal isotonic volume and tend to lyse. Mazur [40] proposed that this may be due to the high salt concentrations that occur during freezing, which may increase the permeability of the plasma membrane and result in a net influx of solute. Studies of numerous cell types, including human granulocytes, platelets and spermatozoa, have shown that the range of solution osmolalities tolerated by cells may vary with the cell type, the temperature of the anisosmotic exposure, and the assay used to measure survival. Our group previously characterized the osmotic parameters of UCB-derived CD34+ cells, and similar work was independently performed by Hunt et al. [28, 33] . The data from both laboratories were in very close agreement and indicated that multi-step removal of DMSO is ideal. It is important to remember that if the DMSO is not carefully removed prior to transplant, it is in effect removed in one step in vivo post-transplant, when DMSOloaded cells are introduced into the patient's body. Recently, a method for infinite stepwise removal of DMSO from cell products through dialysis was proposed and characterized through mathematical modeling procedures [47] . Based on this work, a novel cell type-specific, closed system diffusion-washing device was developed (without the need for centrifugation) for use in removal of DMSO from HPC grafts, to prevent cell clumping, cell loss, and osmotic injury. This method and design is similar in concept to a hemodialyzer, but is much smaller in size and is specifically designed to remove DMSO from cryopreserved HPCs. Briefly, the cryopreserved cell suspension (UCB units) containing DMSO is run through hollow, porous membrane fibers inside the cylindrical jacket of a dialysis cartridge. The dialysis cartridge contains 500 cellulose-triacetate membrane fibers, with an internal diameter of 100 µm, a 15 µm membrane thickness, and a porosity of 70%. Isotonic perfusion medium (dialysate) is then pumped into the dialyzer and flows in the opposite direction in the interstices among the hollow fibers. Using this counter-flow dialysis approach, DMSO diffuses from cell suspension into the perfusion medium across the fiber membranes. The washed cell suspension continues to be re-circulated by automated pumps through the dialyzer continuously in this closed system until the DMSO is removed from the cell suspension. As systems such as this become more available, alternatives to the 'Rubenstein wash' method may become more widespread.
An Optimized Procedure?
Obviously, some discrepancies remain in the various studies set out to ultimately optimize UCB cryopreservation processing. Taken together, the closest consensus seems to be the use of 5-10% DMSO, added quickly, and then cooling at 1-2.5 °C/min, followed by rapid thawing. Our group recently investigated application of our theoretically optimized protocol that yielded superior post-thaw engraftment for isolated CD34+ cells into NOD/SCID mice from UCB with whole MNCs prepared as for clinical use. In this experiment, UCB MNCs processed by hetastarch (Hespan ® ; B. Braun Medical Inc., Bethlehem, PA, USA) red blood cell depletion and plasma expression were cryopreserved using 5 or 10% DMSO prepared in autologous plasma at 1 or 4 °C/min. Results (HPC viability) were initially determined post freeze/thaw/ DMSO removal via culture in a semi-solid complete methylcellulose medium (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) described previously [29] . Cultures were established in triplicate plates and scored with an inverted microscope at 14 days for presence of CFU-E, BFU-E, CFU-GM, and CFU-GEMM. Further evaluations were conducted by using a human long-term culture-initiating cell (LTC-IC) assay as previously described [48] . The AFT024 stromal line was used in these assays, and (briefly) these cells were grown to confluence in 96-well plates and irradiated (2 Gy) [49] . Cryopreserved UCB samples were incubated (22 replicates per concentration: 3, 11, 33, 100, 300, 900, and 2,700 cells/well) in LTC-IC medium (Iscove's modified Dulbecco's medium with 12.5% fetal calf serum, 12.5% horse serum, 2 mmol/l L-glutamine, 1 mmol/l hydrocortisone, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin). Over a period of 5 weeks, half of the medium was changed weekly. After 5 weeks, most of the medium was removed and each well overlayed with complete methylcellulose medium. The plates were finally scored for the number of positive wells and the frequency of LTC-IC determined.
The results of the initial experiments utilizing colony formation assays were surprising. Normalized as a percent of control cultures in which cells were manipulated but not exposed to DMSO or frozen, UCB MNCs cryopreserved using 5% DMSO at 4 °C/min, the best protocol for isolated CD34+ cells, gave the worst results at 60.3 ± 9.4% (mean percent of control ± SEM). Using 10% DMSO at 4 °C/min was slightly better, with 74.0 ± 7.0%. The best results seemed to be from 5% DMSO cooled at 1 °C/min, with 91.6 ± 19.8%, while 10% DMSO cooled at 1 °C/min provided 89.7 ± 2.8%. There was no significant difference in concentrations within cooling rates but the cooling rates themselves were significantly different (p < 0.05).
The results of the LTC-IC assay indicated slightly better results using 10% DMSO at 1 °C/min, but these were not significantly different from results achieved using 5% DMSO ( fig. 2) . Again, cooling at 4 °C/min using either DMSO concentration yielded worse outcomes. These results give further support that 5% DMSO may be sufficient at cooling rates of 1 °C/min. The reason for the difference in results with MNC preparations as compared to isolated CD34+ cells is likely related to the presence of the various other cells in the MNC preparation. A percentage of the cells in the MNC component are granulocytes, which can express damaging chemicals into the intracellular environment upon lysis. Yang et al. [50] previously showed that MNC preparations frozen using a similar slow cooling protocol resulted in 99.5% recovery of CD34+ cells with only a 46% recovery of granulocytes. Finally, while not in agreement with our previous results for isolated CD34+ cells, these recent results are in agreement with other recent studies investigating peripheral blood-derived HPCs cryopreserved and assayed using the LTC-IC method. In the recent study by Abrahamsen et al. [51] 12 of 15 samples showed higher numbers of LTC-colony forming cells after cryopreservation with 5% DMSO as opposed to 10% DMSO.
Discussion
UCB offers numerous clinical benefits, including its high concentration of HPCs and ability to be cryopreserved and stored in cord blood banks (CBB) for extended periods of time, available for use immediately. UCB transplantation is associated with a low incidence of acute GVHD, along with more flexible donor and recipient HLA matching (tolerance of 1-2 antigen HLA mismatches) [52] . However, there have been limitations encountered with the use of UCB for HPC transplant. First, the number of progenitor cells in the HPC graft is vital for good engraftment and survival of the patient. The cell dose of a single UCB unit is fixed, leaving many adults that could benefit from an HPC transplant relying on a bone marrow donor. Second, collection of UCB from an individual is a one-time event, leaving physicians and researchers without the ability to collect more HPCs in case of disease relapse or poor engraftment. Third, there is less experience and expertise with the use of UCB for HPC transplant than for more traditional sources such as bone marrow. Finally, pre-transplantation manipulation and preservation of UCB cells is relatively new and yet to be optimized. Despite the fact that UCB transplant is still a relatively new field, it has nevertheless proven successful in the treatment of thousands of children with malignant and nonmalignant disorders. UCB is well established in the pediatric transplant setting, and it is considered a safe and often preferred alternative to bone marrow or peripheral blood. This is due most notably to the high likelihood of finding a suitable HLA-matched UCB unit and the lower rate of acute GVHD. However, in adults the use of UCB for HPC transplant is much less routine than in children, due to low HPC doses in UCB that prevents adults and larger adolescents from undergoing UCB transplant. In 2004-2005, approximately 25% of adults in need of a transplant were able to find UCB samples with the required cell dose of 2.5 × 10 7 nucleated cells/kg, although close to 200,000 UCB units were listed in storage in the world's CBBs at the time [53] . Despite this obstacle, Laughlin et al. [54] recently reported the successful transplant of a large series of adults with UCB grafts from unrelated donors. Through the use of two unrelated, partially matched UCB units, it is possible to achieve a sufficient number of HPCs to engraft into adult patients [55] . By using two UCB units that share 4 of 6 HLA-A, HLA-B, and DRB1 antigens with the recipient and each other, Kai et al. [56] and Barker et al. [57] in independent studies reported successful, improved engraftment. Treatment-related mortality and survival appear to be superior in adults that underwent double UCB transplant as compared to other studies not using this technique, such as Rocha et al. [58] . It is reasonable to conclude that the use of two UCB units might be enough to overcome the cell dose limitations of UCB for HPC transplant in adults.
Additionally, more studies must be conducted and larger numbers of patients need to be treated before we have a firm grasp on the specific types of diseases and patients that can benefit specifically from UCB HPC transplant. The use of double UCB grafts needs further investigation along with other promising UCB approaches. As we gain more experience in the use of UCB for HPC transplant, it will become clearer Cord Blood Stem Cell Cryopreservation 281 Fig. 2 . LTC-IC results from UCB mononuclear cell preparations frozen using 5 or 10% DMSO at rates of 1 or 4 °C/min (the method found optimal for isolated CD34+ cells). While no significant difference was observed for different concentrations of DMSO within each cooling rate, cooling rates were found to be significantly different (p < 0.05).
how to best implement UCB use in adults and possibly further reduce reliance on bone marrow for adult HPC transplant. Currently, UCB is used to treat about 70 diseases, mostly anemias or cancers of the blood such as leukemias and lymphomas. An estimated 45,000-50,000 HPC transplants are performed annually worldwide to treat patients with life-threatening malignant and non-malignant diseases [4] . In recent years, excitement in regards to UCB stem cells has been associated with studies indicating plasticity of stem cells from cord blood [59] . Goodwin et al. [60] suggested that UCB may contain cells that are capable of giving rise to non-hematopoietic tissues such as bone, fat, and neural markers. Further studies indicated these cells were likely MPCs [13] . This may open up even more potential applications for UCB. The MPCs actively participate in normal hematopoiesis through production of growth factors and cytokines and by supplying cell-to-cell interaction [61] . These features of MPCs have attracted the attention of researchers of cell-based therapies for several diseases. To date, bone marrow represents the main available source of MPCs [62] . However, the use of bone marrow-derived cells is not always acceptable due to high degree of viral infection and the significant drop in cell number and proliferation and differentiation capacity with age [63] . Lee et al. [13] observed that cryopreserved human UCB contained cell populations exhibiting fibroblast-like morphology and mesenchymal-like immunophenotypes. The MPCs found had the ability for self-renewal capacity and the potential to form bone, fat, and cartilage. We have produced similar results in our laboratory, and have been able to outgrow MPCs from cryopreserved cord blood MNC units prepared through hetastarch red cell depletion and plasma expression, followed by cryopreservation using the previously mentioned protocol optimized for HPC preservation. Though not quantified, each of 5 units cultured yielded MPCs, which exhibited CFU-F morphology under appropriate culture conditions ( fig. 3 ). These results indicate that cryopreserved UCB units may be useful as an alternative source of these cells for both experimental and therapeutic applications. Recent reports have shown that extrinsic signals, such as soluble factors and adhesion/matrix proteins provided by the stem cell microenvironment or stem cell 'niche', play a crucial role in the asymmetric division of stem cells and maintenance of the stem cell pool [64, 65] . Accordingly, several groups have reported expansion of hematopoietic progenitors in the presence of stromal elements and other types of feeder layers, with varying outcomes [66] [67] [68] . Human MPCs not only provide a rich environment of cytokines, extracellular matrix proteins and adhesion molecules, but also, unlike stromal cells, produce leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), a cytokine that has been shown to maintain embryonic stem cells in a self-replicative state [69, 70] . Moreover, it has been shown that hematopoietic progenitor cells cultured on MPCs form cobblestone areas reaching deep into the MPC layer, suggestive of establishment of close contact and a 'niche'-like environment [71] . Studies have shown that MPCs secrete, at baseline, IL-6, IL-7, IL-8, IL-11, IL-12, IL-14, and IL-15, macrophage-colony-stimulating factor (MCSF), flt-3 ligand (FL), and stem cell factor (SCF), similar to the cytokines and growth factors expressed by marrow-derived stromal cells [71] . Accordingly, MPCs have been shown, similar to Dexter-type stromal cells, to support LTC-IC colonies during prolonged in vitro bone marrow culture [72] . Importantly, however, IL-1α-stimulated MPCs, but not bone marrow-derived stromal cells, secrete LIF, which has been shown to inhibit embryonic stem cell differentiation [69] [70] [71] . Studies designed to compare in vitro readouts of UCB cultured days in the presence of cytokines with or without MPCs as a feeder layer support the hypothesis that MPCs may preserve early CD34+ progenitor potential by reducing differentiation-induced cell cycle progress and apoptosis, and may thus contribute to the preservation/expansion of this early progenitor cell pool. MPCs express HLA class I antigens and do not express HLA class II nor a full complement of costimulatory adhesion molecules under normal conditions [64] . MPCs could, thus, exert a tolerizing effect on UCB graft lymphocytes during expansion, possibly resulting in MPC antigen-specific tolerance. This could allow expansion of UCB on MPCs derived from the prospective recipient and, thus, to tolerize the graft to its recipient, potentially reducing GVHD after transplantation. Conversely, the presence of cytokines, such as FL, IL-3, and IL-6, could result in highly activated UCB graft lymphocytes, potentially resulting in severe graft-versus-host reactions after infusion of the expanded cells [73] . UCB lymphocytes nor the acquisition of memory against MSC donor-specific antigens [73] . Kadereit et al. [73] also found that it did not result, either, in the acquisition of MSC donor antigen-specific tolerance. The latter would potentially allow specific tolerization of the graft to the prospective recipient by deriving MPCs from the recipient prior to transplantation, thereby potentially reducing graft lymphocyte reactivity to the patient. The UCB stem cell product after expansion in the presence of MPCs would, therefore, not be expected to generate a strong graft-versus host reaction in vivo and may, therefore, be suitable for clinical application. There are some in vivo animal data supporting the use of MPCs to enhance UCB engraftment. [74] suggest that co-transplantation of MPCs in UCB transplant aid in alleviating donor deviation and facilitate engraftment of multidonor UCB units. Other reports also suggest that MPCs may be a useful tool to enhance engraftment and to prevent and treat GVHD [15, 76] . The ultimate impact of UCB may be far more significant than now considered, meaning that research in this area should continue to grow. Overall, clinical data justifies further development of CBBs worldwide. Cryopreservation processing that yields consistent high recovery of functionally viable cells is crucial for the further successful use of this important cell resource. Due to advances in transplantation, increased experience, and ongoing clinical trials, patient eligibility for transplant continues to expand, and the list of indications for which UCB transplant may be a standard treatment option continues to develop. Public CBBs must focus on processing and cryopreservation of UCB units with large numbers of total nucleated cells and CD34+ cells. Also, CBBs must continue to make an effort to bank cells from ethnic and racial minorities. If CBBs preserve UCB units with large numbers of cells from diverse backgrounds, UCB will quickly become the preferred source of HPCs for transplant. Multiple research paths are being explored and continue to emerge, strengthening UCB transplant outcomes and representing significant advances in the field.
